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I am deeply honored to have been elected NYAPT President. This is my second tenure of
being President, having been the Founder and Founding President back in 1996-2000. A lot
has changed over the past 12 years in our Branch, in APT, in the field of play therapy, and
the world at large. I look forward to moving into the future with you and serving alongside
with newly elected officers Steve Demanchick, Vice President; Kim Berkery Recording
Secretary and Annie Monaco, Director, as well as with current Board members: Sheila
Doherty, Treasurer; Laurie Zelinger, Director, Rebekah Crofford, Corresponding Secretary
and Joan Bender, Director.
I would like to thank Mary Anne Assini for her hard work and dedication as President over
the past four years. During her Presidency NYAPT has moved forward in meeting APT
requirements twice for Gold Branch Status. She has helped to increase membership,
improve the quality of our website, made on-line registration for our conferences available,
fostered state-wide training and having all entering NYAPT officers be graduates of the APT
Leadership Academy, helped to encourage play therapy research by establishing a poster
session at this year’s NYAPT conference, left our treasury in good shape from successful
conferences with renowned presenters of local and national stature and much more! I look
forward to carrying the heavy torch she has left me, moving us into the future to grow
NYAPT!
Communications
The electronic age is upon us and as a Branch and organization we need to continue
keeping up with the technology available and which is actively used by current generations
and professionals. To that end, we have made changes in our bylaws to allow for electronic
voting for Board elections. You will be receiving those bylaw changes shortly, which Mary
Anne Assini drafted at our last Board Meeting. We also have an active Communications
Committee, headed by Amy Greenberg, which will be tapping into the various electronic
media avidly used by most professionals to help us grow NYAPT. Look for future
communications and innovations!
Student Representation
Congratulations to Courtney Dolan who will be the Student Representative on the NYAPT
Board. We look forward to tapping into her energy and ideas in ways to bring in student
affiliate members
2013 Conference – SAVE THE DATE!!!
Annie Monaco has been very active with her Conference Committee in obtaining the best
and most affordable location near Buffalo to hold our 2013 conference. It will be held April
19-20, 2013 at the Ramada Hotel and Conference Center in Getzville, NY near Buffalo. Our
presenter for both days will be renowned play therapist Scott Riviere. More information to
follow in future newsletters and on the website!
Research Encouragement
We are hoping that graduate students and members will think about presenting a poster
session at the upcoming 2013 conference. The Board voted that a $25 stipend off the
registration fee for each first author/senior poster presenter will be awarded for the 2013
conference. So start thinking of research ideas and poster presentations to share with us!
Gold Branch
Unfortunately, while we met 99% of APT requirements to become a Gold Branch again for
2012-2013, we fell short of the required membership increase (or even maintenance at the
same level). Therefore, we cannot continue to use our Gold Branch logo.
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Think about
bringing in a
member or
affiliate! Give

out brochures (available free from APT) at any conferences you attend, leaving them
around, or workshops you might give at work or elsewhere. For every member or affiliate
member you bring in APT gives you “APT Bucks”

as a discount on membership dues or conference fees. Other incentives are awarded by APT for bringing in
the most new members. Check out the APT website: www.a4pt.org for details. Let’s work hard to regain our
Gold Branch status!!! With everyone’s help, we can do it!!!
In closing, I look forward to working with each of you to grow NYAPT! Please feel free to contact me with any
questions or to get involved in NYAPT through adrewes@hvc.rr.com or adrewes@astorservices.org.
In Service,
Athena

New NYAPT Members
Congratulations to the following people who became members of NYAPT in the last three months (FebruaryApril):,.Cheryl Alban, Karen Edwards-Dalessandro, Judith Falk, Sarah Fred, Patricia Goodman, Elizabeth
Green, Amy Greenberg, Laura Leone, Annette Lockamyeir, Karen Merry, Minerva Torres Orta, Laura Shaw,
Jean Sweeney, Angela Trapani and Kristin Zimmerman. Welcome!
News of Members
On March 2, 2012, Dr. Zelinger was hired by the Sound Research Company as an expert panelist about the
use of humor in relationships, and how humor develops over a lifespan. She was also interviewed about
working mothers for a book called, “I hate Mondays” by Michelle Cove which will be released after the summer.
Dr. Zelinger appeared in a CBS money watch column about bringing your child to work day. At Bill Burns’
request, she and her husband (Dr. Fred Zelinger) wrote a review of Dee C. Ray’s new book, Advanced Play
Therapy: Essential Conditions, Knowledge and Skills for Child Practice. Laurie Zelinger also created a
companion test for Dr. Ray’s book for APT continuing education credits.

ACAIT Professional Insurance
Professional malpractice insurance is available at very competitive rates to APT member psychologists,
counselors, therapists and social workers via the ACA Insurance Trust program. Inquiries should be directed
to: Paul Nelson, 800-347-6647 x 342 or
pnelson.acait@counseling.org.
Grist for the Mill of the Play Therapist
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David A. Crenshaw, Ph.D., ABPP, RPT-S
I’ve enjoyed writing this column for a number of years now. In my last Grist for the Mill I hope to enlist the help
of all NYAPT members to lobby for a bill extremely important to vulnerable children who now are required to
testify in open court in murder trials and in cases of endangerment to the welfare of a child (frequently cases of
domestic violence). This bill sponsored by Senator Saland in the NY Senate has passed for two years in a row
in the Senate only to die in the Codes committee where the bill is not reported out for a vote on the floor by the
Assembly. This is outrageous and infuriating. Assemblyman Lentol is Chair of the Codes Committee in the
Assembly, please contact him (information below) and your own Assembly person and let’s be the voice of
these voiceless children. We want this bill passed without further delay. Read below the press release by
Senator Saland regarding the details of this legislation.
SENATOR SALAND’S LEGISLATION TO PERMIT CHILD VICTIMS AND WITNESSES TO TESTIFY VIA
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION PASSES THE SENATE
Posted by Stephen M. Saland on Tuesday, January 31st, 2012
Senator Steve Saland (R, I, C - Poughkeepsie) today announced that the Senate has passed his legislation to
minimize the emotional harm to child victims and witnesses in murder and attempted murder cases (S.1433)
and criminal assault and endangering the welfare of a child cases (S.2194) by allowing them to testify via
closed-circuit television.
In 1985, the New York State legislature approved a law allowing children to testify by closed-circuit television in
court proceedings involving sexual abuse. Senator Saland’s legislation extends this protection to children who
are similarly traumatized as a result of being called to testify. Children who testify in court often have a more
difficult time recovering emotionally.
“Children who have endured the emotional anguish of being assaulted or witnessed the murder of a parent or
loved one, should be considered a vulnerable child witness, and as such, should not have to recount the
trauma in an open court, face-to-face with the accused,” said Senator Saland. “The use of closed circuit
television would allow the prosecution to proceed in a manner that would minimize the pressure and anguish
experienced by children.”
Assemblyman Joseph Lentol, Chairman of the Codes Committee, can be contacted at the following web
address: http://assembly.state.ny.us/mem/?ad=050&sh=contact NYAPT members can send him a message
directly from his website. I did so recently and I have copied and pasted my message to him below:
“As I understand it this important legislation (A05264) passed by the Senate two years in a row has been
stalled in the Codes Committee where it died last year and has been there since January of 2012 this year.
This legislation is dear to my heart because as a child psychologist, I worked intensively last year with two
girls, one five and the other twelve, who were required to testify after witnessing the murder of their mother in
open court. The children were spared in the 2nd week of the trial when the defendant pleaded. If the girls has
taken the stand which they were slated to do that same week, there is no doubt in my mind they would have
been re-traumatized. Please don't stonewall this important legislation. The best interests of vulnerable children
are far more important than any vested interests blocking this bill from coming out of committee. Please, I ask
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for the children! I ask this on behalf of these two girls and many others who risk further traumatization by being
required to testify in open court.”
Please join me in letting Assemblyman Lentol know that we care about vulnerable children throughout the
State of New York who are at great risk for re-traumatization when required to testify in open court about
violence they’ve witnessed.

Grin and Share It
A humor column based on true experience
by Dr. Laurie Zelinger

Four-year-old Jada and I were playing in the playroom in my home office, located on the ground floor of my
house. Curious, she asked whether I live upstairs. I said that I do.
“Who else lives with you?”
“My husband and my sons”.
“How many sons?”
“Three”.
“Who else?”
“Nobody else”
“Is there a grandma living with you?”
“No”.
“Why doesn’t your grandma live with you?”
“I don’t have a grandma. There is no grandma upstairs”
Incredulously, Jada asked, “Then what did you do with her?”
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Jada’s mother is expecting in a few weeks and Jada knows she is having a sister. During a play scene, Jada
told me how the “babies” would be arriving. “They” will be coming to a surprise party that they don’t know about
yet. Jada invited me to the party, and to get there I have to go straight, and then turn left, then go some more
until I get to Brooklyn, then turn left and straight. I can drive myself or Jada can drive me there. Her mother will
come to the party to, but nobody can tell the mother when the babies will come out because it’s a surprise to
the mother also. Only the people going to the party will know when the babies will born. Everyone they will eat
cake and meatballs. Then the babies will come out at the party and everyone will yell, “Surprise!”
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Lena, age 5, was brought to me because of the friction in the house between the parents. She is the middle
child and worries that her parents will get divorced. Lena spent quite some time telling me how much fighting
and yelling her parents are doing. “Even my baby sister, who can’t talk yet, knows about it.” When I asked
Lena how she figured that out, she told me about the day her baby sister was born. “When I went to the
hospital I saw baby Mollie baby in her blanket behind the window, and she was crying like mad. She kept
crying and crying. That means she knew my parents were still fighting and she didn’t want to come to our
house.”

__________________________________________________________________
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Sign created by Hailey, fourth grade which she put in the “store window”:
On Sale
Puppet
miror
Gloves
Jack in the box
P.S. tips exepted
Dinisors
P.S . manditori !
Some jewelry
You have to!Dr. Zelinger recommends shopping here. Hailey
gives you your purchase and more money back than you spent!

___________________________________________________________________
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
A young child in a (Jewish) yeshiva is learning one of the most important tenets of being respectful to his
parents. His Judaic/Hebrew teacher assigns the class homework each night to write a sentence about how
they honored their parents. Josh returned from school on this day and began his English homework. Soon
after, his mother took his older brother out for a Slurpee as a reward for his good behavior in school. Josh
wanted to go, but was told he could not. This was his brother’s reward and Josh had to stay home with the
babysitter and finish his homework.
When the mother and brother returned, Josh locked them out of the house. The mother, from the other side of
the door, demanded to be let in. Still behind a closed door, she asked if his homework was done. Josh said
“yes”, he did his spelling sentences and math. The mom reminded him that this behavior was not consistent
with the Judaic homework requiring him to be respectful of his family. Josh replied, “That’s ok mom. I don’t
have to be good. I just finished my English homework. I’m not up to my Hebrew homework yet!”
A NEW CHAPTER
By Gabrielle Dworkin, MEd
As the school year comes to a close, this is to be my last article for the NYAPT newsletter. I have enjoyed
writing articles and reviews of games I use in therapy for the past year or so. I have also been intellectually stimulated
by the annual conferences and networking with the graduate students and professionals. I am so appreciative of the
knowledgeable, supportive, patient, funny and engaging NYAPT members I have met over the past 6 years. I have
learned so much from these pioneers of Play Therapy (as I call them) and am so honored to have learned and been
inspired by them. These include Athena Drewes, my dedicated and patient Supervisor, David Crenshaw, Lois Carey
for her shared passion for Alice in Wonderland and Sandtray therapy, Nancy Boyd Webb my occasional professor,
Deb Vilas who also combined Child Life with Play Therapy, and all the presenters I have seen at conferences in
Albany, Poughkeepsie, and Rochester (I love that Play Museum and wish it was closer). I hope to one day go to the
APT conference, if they come closer to the Northeast.
I will be moving to Rhode Island in June in order to finally become Licensed as a Mental Health Counselor,
Registered Play Therapist, and ideally, have my own private play therapy practice (on the beach would be nice!) I am
also interested in teaching psychology/play therapy. I will be working as a Clinician at the major hospital and its child
affiliate, and have already been in touch with their chapter, NEAPT, and its president. Thank you all for helping me find
my true path- helping, guiding, learning and healing children through play.
You will be dearly missed.
Networking/Supervision Groups
Gabriel Lomas is interested in setting up a play therapy peer supervision group in Northern Westchester, Putnam, or
in Fairfield county. He is also amenable to other groups, such as a training group to earn CEUs and networking with
play therapists and those in training in his area. His e-mail is: lomasg@wcsu.edu.!
You are cordially invited to an interdisciplinary peer supervision and networking group for creative practitioners
working with children in the NYC area. All Play Therapists, Creative Arts Therapists, Equine-assisted Therapists,
Counselors, etc. welcome. First meeting will take place in June in midtown Manhattan. Contact Heidi Boyson at
heidi.boyson@gmail.com.
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PART III – SYMBOLS AND ARCHETYPES IN SANDPLAY THERAPY
By Lois Carey, LCSW, RPT-S
This is my final contribution to a vast subject that I hope has stimulated your thinking and research into
this topic.
In this last section, I plan to discuss the archetypes of Anima/Animus, ego/Self and Good/Evil. These
are extremely broad and those that I will present merely represent those that I have encountered with child
and/or adult patients in sandplay therapy.
ANIMA/ANIMUS is a central archetype in Jungian psychology. Anima is the termed used for the feminine
aspect of male psychology whereas Animus is the male aspect of female psychology. How are these
illustrated in life and in sandplay? For example, when a man dreams of a woman like Marilyn Monroe or Lady
Gaga who is not known to him, the figure can represents a positive aspect of the dreamer's animus. If he
dreams of a witch stirring a pot, we find the male who may be under the subjugation of his mother and no
woman is good enough or the mother has so much power over him that he is unable to individuate. The
anima, then, can be seen as either a beautiful goddess-type woman or as a nagging shrew/witch.
A boy of nine discovers his anima potential in Figure 1 shown below. This is especially seen in the couple
about to be married, as well as in the mermaids near the upper left corner.

Figure 1
An example (Figure 2) of a negative anima reminds me of a client, age 34, married and with three young sons,
whose mother would chide him if he needed a haircut or would tuck his shirt tail into his pants. He, of course,
married someone just like his mother and the first time I saw them together, the couple looked like mother and
son instead of husband and wife. He suffered from severe Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder to the point that he
would only take showers on Saturdays (showers that lasted about 18 hours) and then would have his wife
come in to check that he was "clean enough." The picture below shows how castrated he feels.
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Figure 2
Almost all the figures are lying on their sides that reveals how impotent he feels.
Another case that I recall is that of a 60 year old man who was involved with a 40 year old woman. He
was overly kind to older women, but was having erectile problems with the young woman. His sand picture is
shown below as he desperately attempts to assure his masculinity.

Figure 3
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I will show her animus picture in the next section
The Animus in the feminine psyche is viewed as either super-controlling or else as a helpful male figure
of some sort. For example, a woman dreams that she is alone at night on a deserted country road. A man
comes and offers to help her, or else, three or four threatening males appear with the intent to rape, rob or kill
her. In the first example, this is the positive animus figure while the negative aspect appears in the second.
Figure 4 is that of a nine-year old girl during a resistant phase of therapy and is an illustration of the
negative side of the archetype. She had refused to come into the session with her father and, instead, went
into the Sandplay room and produced this picture. She has drawn a pouting face in the sand while in the
upper right corner (not fully visible) of a G.I. Joe figure sitting on a toilet!

Figure 4

Figure 5 is another example of a negative animus is the woman mentioned above. Unfortunately it is
somewhat over-exposed, but I am sure you get the idea. It is a gigantic head of a monster that is stabbed
repeatedly with sharp-pointed sticks.
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.
Figure 5

A search for the positive animus is seen in Figure 6 by an adult woman. The following week, she
brought in a poem that she had written at home. The poem describes the picture that she named "The Man in
the Desert." She describes the entire scene and ends with the native woman approaching the hurt man as he
questions to himself:
"Will she unwrap the skins from her back to cover me?
Do I have the strength to tell her not to?
Or to allow her to?"
The Ego/Self archetype is the central archetype in the collective unconscious. According to Jung, the
ego is an archetype but that it is related to the conscious part of the psyche while the Self (spiritual center) is in
the unconscious realm. The Self is considered to be the Central Archetype of Wholeness and Totality. The
word SELF does not refer to the individual, but to the whole of the personality. The numinous power inherent
in the Ego/Self archetype is the healing factor that comes from the ability to reconnect and to center in order to
balance the opposites. The Self appears in dreams, myths, and fairy tales and seen as the King the Hero, the
prophet, the savior. It can also appear as the Magic Circle, the Square and the Cross; it is the total union of
the opposites.
Part I of this article described how the ego and the Self are connected by an invisible thread that is
called the Ego-Self Axis. Any early wounding or trauma to that axis causes a split (or splits) to occur. The task
of therapy is to repair the split so that the ego and the Self are again in a connected relationship.
Figure 7 is that of an adolescent girl who was repairing a split caused by molestation by a stranger.
She carefully added water to the sand, then scooped the wet portion up with her hands and placed it as the
reader can see. She then very carefully formed a lotus flower out of shells with the stem also shown. (The
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lotus is a symbol of the self.) This picture led both of us to gasp with the beauty that was portrayed.

Figure 6

Figure 7
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Figure 8 was made by an adult woman who was on her own individuation journey. The turtle is shielded by an
umbrella for protection against the sun. Note the balance of everything in the tray.

Figure 8

Much more could be said about both of these pictures; however, it is hoped that the reader can get a glimpse
of the world of the archetypes from these brief examples.
The Good/Evil archetype is the final one to be examined in this series. More and more Jungians are
finding that there is definitely an Evil archetype that needs to be balanced with the Good. Good, as an
archetype, does not need a lengthy description but can be viewed in sand as something positive and spiritually
uplifting, like Heaven. Evil, on the other hand, is seen as something fearful, hurtful or dangerous. The events
of 9/11/01 certainly encompass the archetype of Evil.
Figure 9 was made by an adult woman after 9/11. Her only comment (through tears) was that if I had
enough dolls, they would reach as high as the ceiling.
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Figure 9
Figure 10 is that of an adolescent girl that seemed to come out of nowhere. One side is labeled "Heaven" and
the other side "Hell.

Figure 10
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Harry Wilmer1 on the Archetype of Evil (pp. 96, 97):
"In the still depth of the collective unconscious dwells
Absolute evil. Its model is hell and purgatory. It is manifest
in cruel torture, fiendish torment, and terrorism, in deeds so dark
we know they are malevolent, heartless, diabolical." "Terrorism
and torture are justified by claims of 'cause,' 'belief,' and 'right.'
Extermination, holocaust, lynching, mutilation, the collective
Shadow bursts like napalm in your face."
This ends a small contribution to an extremely vast subject.
From the Communications Committee
1) The NY APT Communications Committee works on connections to members, social networking, the
newsletter, soliciting discussions and interactions, and sharing information with members. If you are
interested in joining the communications committee, contact Amy Greenberg at
agreenberg@institute2000.org.
2) Calling all submissions for the August newsletter!! Send in any articles or ideas for the August
newsletter to Heidi Boyson at heidi.boyson@gmail.com.
3) Get Full Access with the New York Association for Play Therapy!!!

Check out our website at: http://www.newyorkapt.org
Like us on Facebook: New York Association for Play Therapy (NYAPT)
Or link to: http://www.facebook.com/pages/New-York-Association-for-Play-TherapyNYAPT/188037501208101
Follow us on Twitter: @NYA4PT
Or link to: http://twitter.com/#!/NYA4PT
Connect to us on Linked In: NY APT
Or link to: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/ny-apt/2a/14b/520

Check out the Association for Play Therapy at: http://www.a4pt.org/

Questions? Contact the Communications Committee through Amy Greenberg via e-mail at
agreenberg@institute2000.org or phone at 718-293-3900 ext. 1853

Summer Practicum Placement Being Sought by Undergraduate

1

Wilmer, H. Practical Jung: Nuts and Bolts of Jungian Psychotherapy, IL: Chiron Pub., 1993 (6 th printing).
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Annie Harding (ahardin@tulane.edu) is looking for a practicum placement for this summer. She will be staying
in the NYU dorms and would preferably not have to commute more than 45 minutes from Manhattan. Her
hours per week are flexible, depending upon the internship site and what she would be doing there. It would be
best to have something starting late morning.
She volunteers as an EMT for Tulane and has also been volunteering at Children's Hospital and the CARE
Center for sexually abused children in New Orleans, mostly focusing on encouraging children to use art
supplies. She is a Public Health and Psychology double major and plans to pursue some profession in
Psychology. She is curious about the different types of Psychology-based professions and their distinctions
and am particularly interested in various types of therapy.
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